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Abstract Summary
The objectives of this study were to evaluate manufacturing methods to prepare push-pull osmotic pump (PPOP) tablets via
Direct Compression (DC), Fluid Bed (FB), High Shear (HS) and Roller Compaction (RC) granulation methods. Using these
processes, understand the challenges of processing POLYOX™ water soluble resin, with different equipment, to understand
the impact on the physical and chemical properties of granules and tablets and resulting drug release.

Introduction
PPOP products can be tricky to manufacture. These products contain high levels of polymer responsible for entrainment of drug in
the drug layer and high swelling in the push layer to produce controlled extrusion of the drug layer through the delivery port of the
osmotic pump. The key polymer utilized in these dosage forms is POLYOX (polyethylene oxide).1 The polymer is water soluble and
has a rapid hydration rate producing a viscous gel. The polymer is plastically deformable, has a fairly low melting point (~68ºC) and
is viscoelastic. These factors present issues when trying to utilize typical granulation and compression techniques.2
Commonly PPOP products are wet granulated utilizing hydro-alcoholic granulating fluid. The use of alcohol reduces the hydration of
the polymer and facilitates uniformity in the granulation process. Because of the low melting point of the polymer, friction and heat in
the granulator can lead to the formation of molten chunks of polymer in the blend.

Experimental Methods
The four manufacturing methods were Table 1: Formulation
used to prepare both drug and push lay,QJUHGLHQW
ers. The formulation is detailed below
(Table 1); different pigments were used in 'UXJ/D\HU
7KHRSK\OOLQH$QK\G(-LOLQ6KXODQ6\QWKHWLF3KDUPD)
the push layer for each process to differentiate the products visually. Fluid Bed
32/<2;:6511)/(2('RZ)
granulation utilized red dye, high shear
+\SURPHOORVH(0(7+2&(/(/9'RZ)
used blue lake, roller compaction used
0DJQHVLXP6WHDUDWH(/LJD0)93HWHU*UHYHQ)
yellow lake and the direct compression
7RWDO
batch used a combination of blue and yellow lake to produce green. Granulation 3XVK/D\HU
properties such as bulk and tapped den32/<2;:65&RDJXODQW1)/(2('RZ)
sity, particle size, LOD and flow proper6RGLXP&KORULGH SLQPLOOHG ($GYDQWRU)
ties were measured for each layer made
+\SURPHOORVH(0(7+2&(/(/9'RZ)
by each process. Drug and salt content in
3LJPHQW(&RORUFRQ)
each layer were assessed by particle
size, dividing each powder blend into
0DJQHVLXP6WHDUDWH(/LJD0)93HWHU*UHYHQ)
three sizes, coarse, medium and fine
7RWDO
cuts.
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Bilayer tablets were compressed on a bilayer Piccola tablet press (SMI) by compressing the drug layer as layer 1. Compaction scans were generated for each process.
Productions runs were then compressed to produce tablets for coating. Tablet cores were assessed for both drug and salt
content uniformity. Tablets from each of the processes were combined to create two coating batches. One combined batch of
tablets was coated with Opadry® CA using an 80:20 ratio of CA : PEG while another used a 90:10 ratio. Tablets were laser
drilled, dried and then tested for content uniformity, dissolution and residual solvents.
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Results and Discussion
Each process produced very different granule characteris- Table 2: Granule Properties
tics ranging in particle size from 120 - 377 microns; bulk den3URSHUW\
'&
sity from 0.321 - 0.526 g/cc and FloDex flow orifice diameter
'UXJ/D\HU

of 4 - 6 mm. In general, drug layers were smaller in particle

%XON'HQVLW\
JFF

size than their counterpart push layers, processed by the

7DSSHG'HQVLW\ JFF 
same technique (Table 2). This may be due to the solubility

&DUU V,QGH[  
of the sodium chloride in the push layer or the higher vis*RRG
)ORZ&DWHJRU\
cosity of the POLYOX polymer. The RC process produced
the largest granule sizes. This is due to the high compactibility

*HRP0HDQ6L]H PLFURQ 
of POLYOX in the formulations. Typical roll pressures used

*HRPHWULF6WG'HYLDWLRQ
for standard immediate release roller compacted products,

/RVVRQ'U\LQJ  
resulted in ribbons of extremely high hardness. Milling these

)OR'H[)ORZ2ULILFH PP 
produced very large granules. The push layers also showed 3XVK/D\HU
higher density compared to the drug layers; primarily due to

%XON'HQVLW\ JFF 
the dense sodium chloride in this layer.
Assay by sieve cut showed interesting results (Table 3). In
each case, both drug and salt assays were low in the coarse
sieve cuts and high in the fine sieve cuts. Variation was lowest with the fluid bed granulation process. Segregation of
the drug is of major concern for PPOP products as many
are low dose products.
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Table 3: Drug and Sodium Chloride Assay by Sieve Cut
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Compaction profiles for each process are shown below (Figure 1). Again, of the four techniques, RC produced the lowest quality
(hardness) product. Tablet weight variation was lowest with the DC batch producing an RSD of 1.38% while RC produced the
highest RSD of 2.34%. This is most likely attributed to the large particle size of the granules produced by this method. Content
uniformity followed the same trend as weight variation, DC = RSD 1.0%, RC = RSD 2.7%.

Figure 1: Compaction Profiles
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Dissolution of the Opadry CA 80:20 ratio at a 10% weight gain (WG) is shown below (Figure 2). Similarity (f2) values were
calculated using the HS batch as reference. All profiles were “similar” to the HS batch: DC = 97, FB = 82, RC = 74. Roller
compaction produced the lowest f2 value. This is most likely due to the higher variability in drug content and salt content from
tablet to tablet. As expected, higher weight gains of Opadry CA coating produced slower dissolution rates and use of lower PEG
level also produced a slower dissolution rate. All residual solvents (alcohol and acetone) were below 20 ppm.

Figure 2: Dissolution Opadry® CA 80:20 Ratio, 10% WG
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Conclusions
Regardless of wide variation in granule and tablet properties, drug release remained fairly consistent with passing f2 values.
Operations such as high shear granulation, roller compaction and milling can be challenging for PPOP formulations. Care must
be taken to optimize these processes to ensure manufacture of acceptable product. Segregation of drug and salt from the
formulations is a concern during tableting. Semipermeable film coating weight gain and CA : PEG ratio can be used to modulate
drug release.
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